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Bahasa Wotu is one example of the threatened local languages in South Sulawesi.  The number of 

the speakers of this language is about 4000 people, and the number of the active speakers is only about 
500 people. This is a real shift language because this language used to use by bigger number of speakers. 
But nowadays the Wotunese tend to use other languages than wotu language, such as Bahasa Indonesia 
and Buginese.  

       The speakers of Wotu language are living in Kecamatan Wotu, kabupaten Luwu Timur, 
Provinsi Sulawesi Selatan.  They live in two villages namely desa Lampenai dan desa Bawalipu. 
They live together with the other tribes and etnis who came as new comer in that area, such as 
Bugis, Makassar, Java  by using their own local languages.   Currently bahasa Indonesia and 
Buginese language are the  dominant language used in Wotu area. In the school, bahasa 
Indonesia is used in teaching and learning process in all level of education TK, SD, SMP, SMA.    
Buginese as local language in school curriculum. In their daily life, the people in that area mostly 
use Bahasa Indonesia dan bahasa Bugis.  While we rarely find the people use bahasa Wotu 
(Masruddin: 2003).  This phenomenon indicates that the language shift has been happening in 
wotunese area. 

This paper was a survey on the use of Wotu language among the students at Wotu area.  This 
Survey was conducted on May 2009.  It involved 60 Wotunese (20 students of SMP, 20 students of SMA 
and 20 parents). The researcher gave questionnaire to the students of SMP dan SMA about the language 
that they use in their daily life at school, at home and at society. Then, to the parents were given 
questionnaire about their perception on their children ability in Wotu language and what language they 
want that their children should learn.   

Fasold (1985:213) states that language shift and, the other side of the coin, language maintenance 
are really the long term, colective result of language choice.  Furthermore, Language shift simply means 
that a community gives up a language in favor of another one.  The members of community, when the 
shift has taken place, have collectively chosen a new language where old men used to be used.  

One of the most important factors which contributed to the language death is the attitude of the 
speaker.  Language attitude can be  positive and also negative (Lukman:2000).  Furthermore, Garvin and 
Mathiot (1972:371-373) stated that there are 3 characteristics of language attitude.namely, (1) language 
loyality, which motivate speakers of a language to maintenance their language. (2)  language pride, which 
motivate speakers of  a language to develop their language and use it as their identity and unity of society. 
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And (3) awareness of the norm, which motivate speaker to use their language correctly and politely.  This 
has a big influence on the activity of using a language. 

Those 3 kinds of language attitudes above are positive, However, if those attitudes do not exist, 
then it means that they have negative language attitude.  In addition, if a community does not have 
motivation to maintain their language, it indicates a negative point of view to their language.  

Kaplan (1994) states that there are many factors contribute to the dead of a language. 3 of them are: 

1. Parents are reluctant to pass on a language to their children 
2.  The language ceases to serve key communication functions in the community. 
3. The community of speakers is not stable and or expanding, but rather and / or contracting. 

Related to  Garvin and Mathiot  idea, The possibility of negative of wotunese is possible, based 
on the preliminary survey,The writer found that they are sometimes shy in using wotu language 
especially the young generation.  

Then, related to Kaplan s ideas above, we can say that parents have an important role in 
maintaining the language.  They have to pass the language on their children.  It means that they must 
teach and use the language to the children at home. Therefore, one of the focus questions in this paper 
is the language used by the parents at home. This intends to know the parents attitude to Wotu 
language. 

Based on the findings in this paper, there are some points can be concluded: 

a. Most of  parents  in Wotu area do not used bahasa Wotu to their children. Generally they use  
Bahasa Indonesia. This means that the parents do not pass bahasa Wotu any more to their 
children.  In the family, among the children tend to use other languages than bahasa Wotu. It 
indicates that bahasa  Wotu is not their first language. 

b. At school, most of the students never use bahasa Wotu. Only a few students use it for expressing 
something secret and joke.   

c. When they communicate with their neighbor, most respondents use Buginese and bahasa 
Indonesia.  

This reality shows the negative language attitude toward bahasa wotu based on the Garvin and 
Mathiot theory.  Then 3 causes of the language death based on on Kaplan s idea, those have been 
happening in Wotunese society.  Furthermore, we can say that Wotu language is an endangered 
language. 

After knowing that Wotu people are trying to leave the Wotu language and they change their 
language into bahasa Indonesia and bahasa Bugis. The writer recommends doing an effort to revitalize 
Wotu language.  Wotu language should be included in school curriculum as local language subject. In 
order to avoid the dead of Wotu language, the children must learn it at schools, especially in Wotu area.     
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